Genotype and phenotype are two themes of modern biology. While the running 13 principles in genotype has been well understood (e.g., DNA double helix structure, genetic code, 14 central dogma, etc.), much less is known about the rules in phenotype. In this study we examine 15 a yeast phenotype space that is represented by 405 quantitative traits. We show that the space is 16 convergent with limited latent dimensions, which form surprisingly long-distance chains such 17 that all traits are interconnected with each other. As a consequence, statistically uncorrelated 18 traits are linearly dependent in the multi-dimensional phenotype space and can be precisely 19 inferred from each other. Meanwhile, the performance is much poorer for similar trait inferences 20 but from the genotype space (including DNA and mRNA), highlighting the dimension 21 stratification between genotype space and phenotype space. Since the world we're living is 22 primarily phenotypic and what we truly care is phenotype, these findings call for phenotype-23 centered biology as a complement for the cross-space genetic thinking in current biology. 24 25 48
Introduction -The physical world is both macroscopic and microscopic, the former of which is 26 the manifestation of the latter (Fig. 1a ). Physicists adopt two rather parallel frameworks to 27 describe the world: classical mechanics for the macroscopic layer and quantum mechanics for 28 the microscopic layer. Unification of the two frameworks became possible only after each Results -To address the question, dense sampling of a phenotype space is required. In this study between β and η (Fig. 3a) . The correlation (R) of two vectors, say, vector α and η, can be written We modelled all the remaining traits (405-20=385), respectively, using their 162 uncorrelated traits. We achieved similar successes as in the 20 exemplar traits. Specifically, the 163 variances explained by the linear models are overall comparable to 2 H of the dependent traits 164 ( Fig. 4a and Fig. S12 ). Because 2 H also represents the repeatability of trait measuring, it may 165 approximate the upper bound of the modeling performance. Hence, the space formed by the 405 166 traits appears to comprise virtually all logics required for modeling the available traits. This is a 167 signature of convergent space where all objects can be logically interconnected with each other. 168 In contrast, the performance of modeling the yeast traits using their uncorrelated gene 169 expressions is consistently poor (Fig. S13 ), highlighting the logic stratification between the two 170 spaces.
171
The general success of the uncorrelated-trait-based modeling suggests long-distance "chain" to connect all the traits that own the dimension, and the whole trait space becomes fully 192 interconnected via the 20 dimension chains ( Fig. 4b and Table S1 ). On average a trait is passed 193 through by seven dimension chains ( Fig. S14d ) and a dimension chain connects as many as 144 Discussion -In this study we demonstrate the interconnection of a phenotype space via long-210 distance dimension chains. These phenotypic dimension chains can nearly fully bridge even 211 statistically uncorrelated traits, enabling precise inferences based on seemingly unrelated traits.
212
Notably, focusing on correlated traits, as what conventional studies have done, would break such 213 long-distance chains into pieces, resulting in "splitting" understandings of a phenotype space.
214
Another major discovery is the dimension stratification between genotype space (broadly defined 215 as genome plus transcriptome) and phenotype space, as evidenced by the lack of shared 216 dimensions between traits and SNPs/expressions. In fact, we found uncorrelated gene 217 expressions of the yeast are also linearly dependent ( Fig. S15 ), suggesting similar 218 interconnection within the expression space. Hence, the macroscopic layer and microscopic 219 layer of the yeast each appear to be a self-explanatory linear space, with limited cross-space 220 dimensions available ( Fig. 5 ). While our analyses are based on yeast, we see no reason that the 221 principles revealed are exception given that the expression space examined is composed of all 222 ~6,000 yeast genes and the phenotype space examined is composed of several hundred traits 223 with all kinds of statistically uncorrelated pairs ( Fig. S16 ).
224
Given where R is Pearson's correlation of them, and n (=815) is the number of segregants. An LOD 305 score matrix for all SNP-trait pairs is obtained. To empirically estimate the statistical 306 significance of LOD scores, we randomly shuffled the segregants to obtain a pseudo-LOD score 307 matrix, and this process was repeated 1,000 times. The expected proportion of significant LOD 308 scores is estimated under a series of cutoffs to derive the false discovery rate (FDR). We select 309 the LOD score cutoff at which FDR is < 0.05 for QTL mapping. In the first round the most 310 significant markers of the different chromosomes are selected; then, the residual trait value 311 estimated by R package 'qtl' is used for the second round of QTL mapping. After two rounds of 312 mapping, no significant signals remain. In the end, 210 of the 212 traits have at least one QTL 313 mapped.
314
The Pearson's R 2 of every two SNPs in the segregant population is first calculated. For a 315 given SNP we seek its nearest SNP that has a R 2 < 0.1, and the segment between the two SNPs is 316 regarded as a linkage block. After examining all SNPs, the mean and median size of the linkage 317 blocks are 102,713bp and 106,025bp, respectively.
319
Definition of exemplar traits 320 Among the 405 traits we selected a set of exemplars that are as uncorrelated as possible with 321 each other. We first computed the Pearson's R for all trait pairs. We adopted a heuristic method. . The function 'cv.glmnet' in R package 'glmnet' is used. 362 We also used LMM to model a focal trait with its total uncorrelated SNPs ( 2
).
363
In our cases the number of uncorrelated SNPs appears too large to achieve a good performance 364 in machine learning. The standard error of the modeling by LMM is estimated by Jackknife.
365
The R package 'rrBLUP' is used. and a dimension chain is to connect all the traits that have a link to a specific latent dimension in 420 the bipartite network.
421
In principle, the latent dimensions could also be decomposed by conventional principal 422 component analysis (PCA). We conducted PCA and found the top 20 PCs also explain ~85% 423 variance of m X . However, the explained variance of the top 20 PCs shows a much skewer 424 distribution than that of the 20 latent dimensions decomposed by 'autoEncoder' (Fig. S17 ). As a 425 consequence, the items in ' B would tend to be incomparable if PCs were used in ' X , which 426 would complicate the analysis of dimension chains. We therefore chose the latent dimensions 427 decomposed by 'autoEncoder' instead of those by PCA. Notably, the choice affects only how 428 the specific data (dimension chains) will be displayed rather than the main results. interconnected. Hence, good practice of the trait modeling is more likely in a convergent space. . . 
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